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May 2015

Dear Ms. Chief Justice:
RE: Appeal by Igor Makarov
I am an Israeli citizen, 79, an immigrant from Russia (26.07.1992), currently living on an old-aged
subsidy. I have a scientific degree of Candidate of Science (approximately equivalent to PhD), I am
a member of the European Physical Society. During my almost 40-year-long independent research
in exact sciences and humanities, I obtained results of vital importance for civilization, the Jewish
people, in particular. However, because of the present crisis of modern society, modern science and
its institutions, in Israel in particular, I have been unable to get assistance for my mission in Israel
so far. For this reason I should now appeal for assistance to the Supreme Court of Israel. Below I
state my case in five sections: (1) my scientific achievements; (2) my current mission; (3) my
current living conditions; (4) possible solutions of the problem; (5) my request to the Supreme
Court of Israel.
1. My scientific achievements
During my independent research in exact sciences and humanities, that I started 45 years ago in
Russia and, since July 1992, have proceeded with in Israel, Europe and Canada, I achieved the
following results:
(1) reformed modern theoretical physics;
(2) discovered the true philosophy of science, actually the true systems theory;
(3) created a methodology for reforming modern science in general;
(4) created the frameworks of the true sciences of politics and economics, the sciences nonexistent or underdeveloped before and socially most important.
In a black market, these works would cost perhaps billions of dollars.
2. My current mission
The above achievements, not recognized yet officially, pave the way to the reform of modern
science and society, which, as an analysis shows, is urgently necessary to overcome the present
general ideological crisis of civilization now threatening the very existence of humankind. So my
current mission is to proceed with the reform of modern science including humanities and, possibly,
religion. I have launched a dedicated website (www.reformscience.org) that has seen thousands of
visits. However, such a mission vital for the whole civilization cannot hinge long on the enthusiasm
of a pensioner. At present, to proceed with this mission, I need its official recognition as well as its
social and international support, which I have failed to gain despite my numerous appeals for
assistance to UNESCO as well as to scientific and governmental organizations in Israel, Europe and
the USA.
3. My current living conditions
Observing my whole experience in Israel and abroad, I have had to come to the conclusion about a
conspiracy against me contracted by Russian agents with their counterparts in Israel and Europe, the
conspiracy aimed at isolating me from the scientific community and blocking all my efforts to
progress. Moreover, there were numerous attempts to deprive me of normal living conditions and
serious warnings against my mission. To escape from Russian agents in Israel, I have eight times
tried to get asylum abroad (Europe and Canada) but failed, largely because of the consequence of a
terrorist act, committed against me in Russia, that invalidated me in some important social sense.
At present I have been living for over seven years in a hostel in Haifa, which technically is very
comfortable, being the only place affordable for me in Israel. However, this hostel, according to the
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contract, is beyond the normal Israel jurisdiction as regards security and is controlled thoroughly by
Russian agents, the same sort of people that had persecuted me in Russia and that I tried to flee
when immigrating in Israel. With their electronic devices and skills, they have spied and
manipulated my desktop and laptop PCs, providing a false Internet, blocking and falsifying my
emails and intercepting my faxes. Moreover they seem to have attracted to their business
psychiatrists while assisting them by sometimes dangerous provocations. Their main purpose seems
to isolate me thoroughly from society, concealing the very fact of my research, and then take
possession of its materials, vandalizing them perhaps and concealing their original source.
4. Possible solutions of the problem
The best solution of the problem would be committing UNESCO to the mission of reforming
modern science, religion and education, which is thoroughly consistent with its founding idea. I
have applied to UNESCO several times for assistance and even visited it in 1997 to discuss the
problem, but all in vain, because, first of all, they do not deal with individuals. Recently, I applied to
the Israel National Commission for UNESCO (Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports) asking it
to send UNESCO an official Israel request to consider my enclosed letter to its Executive Board
proposing several solutions to the problem. Dr Dalit Atrakchi, Secretary-General of the
Commission, promised to present my request to the Commission, when convened, and inform me
on its decision. However, given my experience in such matters, the situation seems to be
thoroughly uncertain and not much promising; therefore, the problem needs your assistance.
As to my previous efforts in Israel regarding this issue, I have for several times applied to PM
Netanyahu to support my mission, explaining its vital importance for the destiny of the Jewish
people, but PM was perhaps too busy to consider my appeals. A year ago, 26.05.14, I applied to Mr.
Yuli-Yoel Edelstein, Speaker of the Knesset, asking him to consider an opportunity to provide my
above mission with the proper conditions in Israel, setting up perhaps a special institute for it. The
reception of the letter was confirmed, but no response followed. Before that, I applied on the same
issue also to MK Meir Sheetrit (29.08.10) and MK Ronit Tirosh (15.10.2012), then respectively
Chairpersons of the Science and Technology Committee, but in vain.
5. My request to the Supreme Court of Israel
In this connection, taking into account that my above mission is vital both for the destiny of
civilization and, especially, for the destiny of the Jewish people, and, therefore, measures for its
support should be taken both in UNESCO and Israel, would you please issue two injunctions as
follows:
(1) an injunction obliging the Israel National Commission for UNESCO to send within a definite
time (a week possibly) my enclosed letter to the UNESCO Execution Board and become an
intermediary between me and UNESCO regarding that issue until a satisfactory answer from
UNESCO is received;
(2) an injunction obliging Mr. Yuli-Yoel Edelstein, Speaker of the Knesset, to set up a commission
of experts to find a satisfactory solution to the problem stated in my enclosed letter to him.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov
512/51 Hativat Carmeli Street, Haifa 32629, Israel. Correspondence: P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003.
Tel/fax: 04-822-1997; mobile: 0547-856-170. E-mail: info@reformscience.org
Enclosure:
(1) copy of my ID;
(2) a letter to the UNESCO Execution Board;
(3) a letter to the Speaker of the Knesset.

